
  sB



explaination of nouns

• Bs meson is a meson that contains a Bottom 

quark and a strange quark.

• tau is a lepton of the third generation.



understandings of the physical part:

1.Write down the equation of conservation relationship.Such 
as charge,mass,lepton number,strangeness numble,parity and 
charm... Then write some equtions.

2.From some Symmetry defects, it may show that there is the 
action of forces like strong interaction or weak interaction. 
And the action of forces will affect the decay of the process.

3.branching ratio or decay fraction.(not familiar with the way of 
getting it)(it may be affacted by the energy provided by CEPC.)



1.the preparation progress of Bs meson and  detection of tau+ 
and tau-.If tauons are not stable,they will decay to  other 
particals like hardrons(not familiar),pions...

2.existing theories and some models beyond SM may obtain 
different results.(like different branching ratios)(but I don't 
the details)



conversation relationship

Types of Particals B0
s τ+ τ-

Charge 0 +1 -1

Isospin 0 1/2 1/2

mass(MeV/c2)

charm 0

strangeness -1

bottomness +1

lepton number 0 -1 +1

23.079.5366  12.086.1776 12.086.1776 

It means that there are some actions of forces?



Detection of energy 

• If the detector can receive energy in a certain energy 
region,and we can get the result that only exists bs to 
tau+ and tau- through calculation,then we may get 
more informations about the actual process.

• Through the detection of products(tau+ or his decay 
products),and combining with the theoratical product 
quantity  ,we can get branching ratio by calculation.(?)





other decay processes that may happen in     sB



some information from wikipedia



The branching ratio of the dominant hadronic tau decays are:

• 25.49% for decay into a charged pion, a neutral pion, and a tau neutrino;
• 10.82% for decay into a charged pion and a tau neutrino;
• 9.26% for decay into a charged pion, two neutral pions, and a tau 

neutrino;
• 8.99% for decay into three charged pions (of which two have the same 

electrical charge) and a tau neutrino;
• 2.74% for decay into three charged pions (of which two have the same 

electrical charge), a neutral pion, and a tau neutrino;
• 1.04% for decay into three neutral pions, a charged pion, and a tau 

neutrino.

In total, the tau lepton will decay hadronically approximately 64.79% of 
the time.



Since the tauonic lepton number is conserved in weak decays, 
a tau neutrino is always created when a tau decays.

The branching ratio of the common purely leptonic tau decays 
are:

17.82% for decay into a tau neutrino, electron and electron 
antineutrino;
17.39% for decay into a tau neutrino, muon and muon 
antineutrino.
The similarity of values of the two branching ratios is a 
consequence of lepton universality.



understandings of cyber part

• we can call the original functions and simulate the 
environment of particle collision in CEPC. (if it has 
already existed. )

• simulate the production of Bs and keep them pure.
• write collision functions.(I don't know how to do it.)
• analyze the data collected by the detector and calculate 

the branching ratio by the results of energy,numbers of 
tauons and their decay products.And distinguish the 
actual process and the theoretical one.


